**Background:** The possibility of a major infectious illness spreading through Australia includes infections such as SARS, avian influenza, pandemic influenza, Ebola virus (EBOV), MERS-CoV, and Zika virus (ZIKV). To date, only two (pandemic influenza, SARS) have resulted in cases in Australia. Such emerging infections may be clinically unrecognised early on, confused with background infections, emerge precipitously, and propagate through the population rapidly. They may be zoonotic pathogens infecting via novel contact (EBOV), changes allowing human infectivity (avian influenza), or newly emerged pathogens, often zoonotic (SARS, ZIKV, MERS-CoV).

**Methods:** Emerging viral illness response involves diverse skillsets -- surveillance, epidemiology, modelling, public health, media, political engagement, as well as clinicians, diagnostics, and research and development. Reducing impact of emerging viruses involves preparedness including surge capacity, methods in place for detection (diagnostic capacity for known and new agents, sequences), surveillance capabilities, and quality assurance (QA) processes.

**Discussion:** The medical consequences of pandemic incidents would potentially be catastrophic, unless measures are taken to strengthen preparedness (surveillance, trained workforce, processes in place, surge capacity), prepare diagnostic capacity, and have documented processes. Medical personnel, public health officials, and government agencies that deal with emergency responses must be prepared. A coordinated response, integrating the above agencies listed above, with research capacity, are essential.
